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SUMMARY 
There has been a great deal of renewed interest in 
the past several years in the study of ionic charge 
transport (or conductivity) in solids. This interest 
derives not only from the need to develop advanced 
technologies but also from the challenging physics 
involved, especially in the case of fast ion (or 
superionic) conductors. Even after so many years of 
discovery of superionic conductors, the research in this 
field continues to arouse the interest of the scientists 
all over the world. A complete understanding of the 
phenomena, their particular features and the microscopic 
mechanism are not yet fully understood. 
Fast-ion conductivity in solids is considered a 
paradigm for a structure property relation where the 
charge carrier mobility is linked to a set of 
energetically-favourable sites in the structure that are 
not normally occupied. While the structural frame work of 
the solid involving coordination geometry/number, face 
sharing sites, "free volume", bottleneck size and lattice 
disorder is paramount in ion mobility, there are non-
structural factors that can also contribute significantly 
to ion mobility such as activated mobile ion concentration, 
ion-ion interaction or bonding characteristics, vibrational 
amplitudes of neighbouring ions, lattice compressibility/or 
resiliency, ion size, polarizability of the oppositely 
charged ion, the electron configuration of the mobile ion 
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and rotational motion/frequency of complex ions. One of the 
more promising avenues to explore the relationship between 
ion conductivity and these factors is, via solid phase 
transitions where the high temperature phase .is usually 
accompanied by a significant jump in conductivity. Thus, it 
was thought worthwhile to study the contributions by these 
factors to lockin or preserve the high conductivity phase 
or to synthesize and characterise solids with high 
conductivity properties with the aim of incorporating these 
compounds for use in electrochemical devices. 
With these points in mind, it was planned to study 
the effect of cation substitution on transition 
temperatures and electrical conductivities of some ternary 
superionic solids. Here monovalent and divalent cations of 
different radii are incorporated in the host lattices of 
the known solid electrolytes to improve the ion transport 
efficiency. 
The first chapter provides a general introduction 
to the superionic solids, with special emphasis to the 
materials, their ion conduction mechanisms, phase 
transitions and the lattice defects, which makes them a 
special group of materials, are discussed in detail. 
Chapter 2 deals with the studies on fast cation 
conductivity with a more detailed probing of the effects of 
cation radius, lattice free volume and the possible 
interplay of these factors on cation conductivity using 
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isovalent guest ion probe in an effectively fixed structure 
of iodomercurates. It was noted that among the various 
molar ratios of Cu2Hgl4 : Ag2Hgl4, sample with 
33 mol% Cu"^  showed phase transitions at much lower 
temperature than the pure compound. This behaviour was 
attributed to the characteristics of the eutectoid of the 
system at this composition. With K"^  ion, a larger ion, an 
increase in conductivity at room temperature, due to the 
formation of free volume in the parent compound, was 
observed. Another striking feature seen in this sample was 
the erratic conductivity behaviour in the post transition 
region (above 140*'C) . i.e., upto 140°C it rises smoothly 
and thereafter decreases tremendously. The higher 
conductivity was regained on cooling. The drop in 
conductivity might be due to the collapse of the iodide 
frame work, which would effect the lower mobility of Ag"^  
ion. The Na"*" ions being smaller in size move faster than 
Ag"*" ions and thus account for the enhanced conductivity in 
Na'*" doped Ag2Hgl4 
The transport properties of the divalent cation 
substituted Cu2Hgl4 and Ag2Hgl4 systems is presented in 
Chapter 3. Here, the nature of the phase transitions, the 
structure of the high temperature phase and the effects of 
guest ions relating to the mechanism of fast-ion 
conductivity were studied in detail. The break in the 
conductivity in Arrhenius plots indicated the occurrence of 
phase transition. The CT _ value increases with the 
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addition of CdHgl^, reaches a maximum at 8 mol% and 
thereafter decreases monotonically. This behaviour could be 
attributed to the availability of additional vacancies 
created by the partial replacement of the monovalent host 
ion by the divalent guest ions, to ease the movement of Cu"^  
in the tetragonal host lattice with high hopping 
probability. Beyond 8 mol% Cd^, cluster formation and 
cationic sublattice ordering decreased the mobility of Cu"^  
and thus a drop in conductivity was observed. The erratic 
behaviour in the low temperature region might be due to 
the self trapping effect of the substituted divalent 
cation. The studies when extended to the addition of 
isostructural CdHgl4 in AgjHgl^ lattice showed a peak in 
the log ( C~ T) versus composition plot in the high 
temperature phase at lower [CdHgl^]. Conductivity plot 
showed a gradual increase upto a maximum of 7 mol% CdHgl^ 
and then started decreasing. The enhanced conductivity 
might be due to additional vacancies, resulted from the 
partial replacement of the Ag"^  by Cd^ "*". The generated 
cation vacancies can provide larger structure free volume 
rather than higher number of activated mobile ions. But in 
the low temperature phase the ionic size plays a very 
important role in conductivity enhancement. 
Silver and copper mercury iodates are fast-ion 
conductors and their behaviour with the guest ions in their 
lattice has been discussed in the previous chapters. 
Chapter 4 reports the preparation and ion conductivity of 
thallium analogue of Ag2Hgl4 and AgjCdl^. 
It is noteworthy to state that the thallium 
analogue has the composition Tl^Hglg and Tl^Cdlg, rather 
than the usual M2NI4 (N= Hg and Cd) . The Tl"^  cation 
changed the coordination around Hg (II) and Cd (II) from 
Nl.^' to Nig'*'. Though the ionic radius of Tl"^  is greater 
than the K"^ , Tl^Hglg showed high conductivity than K2Hgl4. 
This could be attributed to the electronic configuration of 
the cation relative to the common anion Hgl^^'. Thus, 
cation radius and lattice free volume are not the only 
factors but the cation electron configuration would also 
play a crucial role in affecting the overall conductivity 
behaviour. 
In Chapter 5 the order - disorder phase transition 
and ionic conduction in undoped and doped Ag2Cdl4 were 
investigated by X-ray diffractometry and electrical 
conductivity techniques. The Li"^  doped Ag2Cdl4 showed lower 
conductivity which could be attributed to lattice 
contraction effecting lower mobility of ions, whereas the 
Tl"^  doped sample exhibited higher conductivity in the high 
temperature phase. This behaviour was explained in terms of 
additional free volume generated by the partial 
substitution of Ag"*" by the larger Tl"^ . 
Thus the above discussions highlight the role of ionic 
radii on the conductivity. Apart from this fact, the 
electronic configuration of the ion also proved to 
v i 
c o n t r i b u t e towards ion t r a n s p o r t in t e r n a r y s o l i d 
e l e c t r o l y t e s . C rea t i on of vacanc ie s by d i v a l e n t ion 
s u b s t i t u t i o n would not be s u f f i c i e n t , but the proper 
se lec t ion of ionic s ize was also equal ly important for 
conduct ivi ty enhancement. These findings threw l i g h t on the 
fundamental information on the defect s t r u c t u r e and in turn 
on the conduction mechanism of these m a t e r i a l s . 
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CHAPTER 1 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Research in solid state chemistry is essentially 
concerned with investigation of structures and properties 
of solids, the primary motivation being understanding and 
predicting the properties of solids in terms of their 
crystal structure, chemical composition and electronic 
structure [1] . A crucial input in this enterprise is the 
synthesis of the required material. From the early days, 
chemists have made significant contributions to the 
development of solid state science by synthesizing novel 
solids that possess unusual structures and properties [2] . 
Synthesis of unknown compounds in a structurally related 
family, in order to extend and extrapolate structure -
property relations and preparation of known compounds to 
investigate a specific property, are the challenging and 
rewarding areas of solid state chemistry. Preparative 
effort in solid state chemistry become most rewarding when 
it is coupled with characterisation and property evaluation 
[3] . This aspect of solid state synthesis is being 
increasingly recognized as evidenced by several articles 
[4-8] appeared in recent years. 
The study of superionic solids is a new field of 
materials science and technology. Most of the solid state 
devices developed in the last three decades are based on 
the motion of electrons. Ionic solids have received very 
little attention in the past because of the 
nonavailability of solids with high ionic conductivity at 
room temperature. However, in 1967, the situation suddenly 
changed with the discovery of fast sodium-ion conduction in 
l^ -alumina [9] and silver ion conduction in RbAg^I^ [10] . 
Solids with exceptionally high ionic conductivity, in the 
range of 0.01 - 10 ohm"-'- cm" , are termed as superionic 
conductors or fast-ion conductors or solid electrolytes. 
This class of the materials is extraordinarily diverse and 
includes simple inorganic compounds (such as PbF2 and Agl) 
and organic polymers (such as polyethylene oxide (PEO)) 
doped with metal salts [11] . They have attracted 
considerable attention particularly during the last 20 
years, owing to their considerable potential in several 
technologies, (eg: solid state batteries, fuel cells, 
memory devices, display panels, atomic pumps etc.) and the 
fundamental scientific interest in the phenomenon of high 
ionic mobility in solids. Even after so many years of 
discovery of superionic conductors, the research in this 
field continues to arouse the interest of the scientists 
all over the world. A complete understanding of the 
phenomena,their particular features and the microscopic 
mechanism are not yet fully understood. An overview of the 
field can be obtained from the several conference 
proceedings [12-17] and reviews [18,19] that have been 
published in recent years. 
1.1 SUPERIONIC CONDUCTING MATERIALS 
The diversity of materials showing high ionic 
conductivity makes the classification difficult. The most 
important classes of superionic conducting solids are as 
follows: 
(a) solids with phase transition 
Some of the ionic conductors attain a high 
electrical conductivity only above a certain temperature. 
Those compounds for which the high temperature phase shows 
fast-ion behaviour were included in this class. The 
transition may be of first order as in Agl or diffuse 
(Bredig transition) as in all fluorite structure materials 
[20] . The transition results in the generation of anion 
Frenkel disorder and it appears that both vacancies and 
interstitials are mobile in the superionic phase . More 
recently, the occurrence of Bredig transition has been 
clearly demonstrated in UO2 [21]. 
(b) Layer and Tunnel structured compounds. 
For this class of compounds, ion transport is 
confined to two or one dimensions, respectively. The S-
AI2O3 in which the mobile cations are located in conduction 
planes between the spinel structured alumina block is a 
good example [22] . Despite the fact that IS-AI2O3 is 
probably the most widely studied fast-ion conductor, 
knowledge of the basic migration mechanism is still 
uncertain. The stoichiometric material has the composition 
^^ 2'^ ll^ -^ 2'-'3 ^^^ ^^^ ^ structure, in which spinel structured 
alumina layers 'sandwich' the conduction planes where the 
mobile Na"*" ions and the bridging oxygen ions are located. 
The structure of S-AI2O3 is shown in Fig. 1.1. Wang et al. 
has proposed a widely accepted model of migration mechanism 
[23] . They suggested that excess Na"*" occupies a split 
interstitial configuration in which two Na"^  ions occupy 
mid-oxygen positions. Migration involves a saddle point 
where the migrating ion occupies a normal vacant site. The 
calculations of Wang et al. gave activation energies for 
migration that agreed well with experimental data. The 
widely studied NASICON compounds, which has the 
composition Na3Zr2PSi20-j^ 2 provides an example of a three 
dimensional tunnel structure [24]. 
(c) Heavily doped and massively disordered solids. 
Fluorite structured compounds can be doped with 
both low and high valence ions to create high 
concentrations of mobile defects. Yttrium doped Ce02 is a 
good example for low valence ion doping. Here, the mobile 
defects are oxygen vacancies compensating for the Y-^"^  
cation substitutionals [25]. The rare-earth doping of CaF2 
provides an example of the latter where the substitutional 
rare-earth atom has excess positive charge and is 
compensated by anion interstitials. Both anion vacancies 
and interstitials are mobile species in the fluorite 
structure [26] . But the low-valence doped materials have 
received greater attention as ionic conductors because of 
the higher mobility with vacancy activiation energies being 
typically 0.5 eV. The most important factor limiting the 
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magnitude of the conductivity in this class of compounds is 
the nature of the dopent-defect interactions. In anion 
excess systems, a fascinating range of cluster structures, 
have been elucidated [27-29] . A subtly different example is 
provided by RbBiF^, where the presence of the two types of 
cations results in the ready creation of anion Frenkel 
defects [30]. 
(d) Proton conductors 
The materials with high proton mobilities are 
included in a separate class, owing to their distinctive 
transport mechanisms. Proton conductors can be usefully 
classified into hydrated materials and hydroxy oxides. 
Hydrogen uranyl phosphate (HUO2PO4.4H2O) is one of the best 
example of the hydrated proton conductors [31] . The 
structure comprises layers of uranyl and phosphate ions 
separated by layers of hydrogen bonded water molecules. The 
structures of deuteriated samples of this material have 
been studied in detail by Fitch and co-workers [32-34]. 
They found that the H2O molecules are grouped into square 
planar arrangements, held together by hydrogen bonding. 
Water molecules in different layers are also bridged by 
hydrogen bonds which reveal the presence of ^c^Oj'*'• The 
mechanisms proposed by Fitch et al. have been challenged 
with alternative models being proposed based on H^O'^ 
migration and surface transport [35,36]. 
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One of the examples of the second class of proton 
conductors is Yb doped SrCe03 [37], which has a distorted 
perovoskite structure. Yb dissolves into the lattice as a 
cation substitutional with compensation of oxygen 
vacancies. Many perovoskite structured oxides can act as 
proton conductors with appreciable oxygen vacancy 
concentrations introduced by doping. 
(e) Amorphous and polymer - ion conductors: 
Current studies are increasingly focussing on non-
crystalline ionic conductors which offer distinct 
advantages to materials fabrication. Amorphous ionic 
conductors are not new materials. Ionic conductivity in 
silicate glasses has been extensively studied for several 
decades [38] . Recent work on conducting glasses has been 
concentrated on borate materials like {Li20)j^ B203 which has 
high cation conductivity. In a review by Tuller [39] it has 
been given a wide range of data on the variation of the 
conductivity with cation concentration and temperature. 
Ion conducting polymers are prepared by dissolving 
salts of monovalent ions in polyethers. Reasonable 
conductivity can be achieved as they can be readily 
prepared as thin films and therefore, have the major 
advantage in battery applications [40] . The cations are 
solvated by the oxygen of the polyether and there is 
association between the solvated cations and the dissolved 
anions. The anions as well as cations are mobile in these 
materials, and the high mobility requires an amorphous 
polymer structure. The evidence of these mechanism has been 
obtained by EXAFS studies [41] . 
These classifications are not exhaustive. It 
includes most of the materials that are currently the 
subject of active investigation. 
1.2 MECHANISMS OF SUPERIONIC CONDUCTIVITY 
There has been a substantial effort to understand 
the physics and chemistry of ionic compounds which have 
anomalously high ionic conductivity in the solid state 
(42,43]. They are interesting from a fundamental point of 
view as a form of disordered solid whose properties, m 
certain respect, place them intermediate between normal 
solids and liquids. Theoretical techniques, such as 
computational-lattice and defect simulations, molecular-
dynamics and Monte-Carlo methods [44], together with the 
major experimental investigations like ionic conductivity, 
specific heat, NMR, neutron scattering and light 
scattering [45], have collectively paved the way to the 
present understanding of the mechanisms of ion transport in 
these materials. Some of the different models suggested for 
the superionic conductivity will be discussed very briefly. 
(a) Conventional transport mechanism 
The transport is effected by a conventional 
hopping process, usually of defects, in a framework 
structured material. There is no fundamental difference 
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between the nature of these migration mechanisms in fast-
ion and normal ionic conductors, but the defect may be 
present in exceptionally high concentrations and may have 
very low activation energies. A good example is provided by 
Ce02 doped with Y-^"*" [25] . The conductivity is based on the 
rapid transport of vacancies, which are, however, migrating 
by a conventional hopping mechanism. The defect chemistry 
of these materials is based on the replacement by trivalent 
ions of the host cations with compensation of oxygen 
vacancies; the latter have activation energies of about 
0.5 eV and they may be present in high concentrations in 
the fluorite host owing to the high solubility of low 
valence subsitutionals. The material shows intriguing 
variations of the conductivity with the dopant 
concentration. Gerhardt - Anderson and Nowick et al. showed 
that for dopant concentrations of less than 1 mol%, oxygen 
transport can be analysed in terms of the equilibrium 
between clusters and free vacancies [46]. 
Thus to summarise, oxygen transport in these 
materials takes place by conventional vacancy hopping 
process. At low concentrations, dopant-defect interactions 
may be described by the formation of simple pair clusters, 
while at higher concentrations it is better to think of the 
problem using percolation models. 
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(b) Correlated migration mechanism : 
In this category, the rapid ion trasport is 
effected by several ions moving together in a concerted 
manner. Simulation methods are having greater values m 
revealing the details of such mechanisms. Li3N and RbBiF^ 
are good examples to explain this mechanism. 
LinN is possibly the best known Li"^  ion conductor 
with an appreciable conductivity of 10"-^  ohm'-"- cm'-'- at 50°C 
[47] . The crystal structure comprises of l^^2^ layers 
containing hexagonal arrays of Li''' ions which are linked by 
bridging Li'^  ions lying between N-^ " ions m adjacent 
layers. The structure of Li3N is as shown in Fig. 1.2. The 
molecular dynamics simulation techniques [48,49] applied to 
Li-,N produce the following important mechanistic 
informations; (i) Li"*" ions can be readily excited thermally 
from the Li2N layers into the gaps between the layers. 
(ii) The vacancies that are thereby created can migrate 
rapidly through the crystal by highly correlated 
mechanisms. This high degree of correlation in the Li"*" ion 
motion is a key factor in promoting a high conductivity. 
The high conductivity of RbBiF^, the cation 
disordered fluorite structured material, was first studied 
by Reau and co-workers [50,51]. The material has the 
fluorite structure with disordered distribution • of Rb"'' and 
Bi over the cation sites. The EXAFS studies show that 
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disorder is generated preferentially around the Rb"'' ions. 
The interstitials in the fluorite structure migrate by the 
interstitialcy mechanism, in which the migrating F' ion 
displaces neighbouring lattice ions into interstitial 
sites. The ions are moved in a correlated manner, the 
motion of each ion being of the interstitialcy type. As 
with Li^N, ease of creation of the defects is vital for the 
high conductivity; but correlated migration mechanisms are 
again clearly of central importance. 
(c) Liquid-like diffusion mechanism 
Here, the mobile sublattice is highly disordered 
and hence transport cannot be interpretated in terms of 
hopping between distinct lattice sites. There are very few 
materials to which this is an accurate model for the ion-
transport mechanism. There is , however, good structural 
evidence for very high degree of cation disorder in certain 
silver chalcogenides like Ag2S [52] at high temperatures. 
It seems that the cation sublattice is structurally liquid 
like in these materials. It is, therefore, plausible to 
suggest that the transport mechanisms have a similar 
character. 
(d) Intermediate mechanisms 
This includes materials where there is a breakage 
of the lattice - hopping models and those for which there 
is a transition from hopping to liquid-like transport. A 
good example of the first case is provided by Agl which 
undergoes a phase transition at 147«'C from wurzite 
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structure to a structure based on a body centered cubic 
(bcc) I" sublattice, with a disordered distribution of Ag"^  
over the tetrahedral sites. The high temperature phase 
shows fast Ag"*" ion mobility [53] . Neutron diffraction and 
quasi-elastic neutron scattering studies of Wuensch and 
co-workers have clearly demonstrated the localization of 
the silver ions in the tetrahedral sites of the superionic 
conducting phase [54-56] . 
Li2MgCl4 which has an inverse spinel structure is 
another interesting material in which Li"*" ions are 
distributed between octahedral and tetrahedral sites [57-
59] . NMR and conductivity studies suggest a change in the 
ion transport mechanism in temperature range 500-700 K, 
which is manifested by a 'knee' in the conductivity versus 
l/T plot. At low temperatures the lithium transport mainly 
involves the octahedral lithium ions which migrate by a 
hopping mechanism between the octahedral sites, via a 
tetrahedral site. At higher temperatures the mobility of 
the lithium ions on the tetrahedral sites becomes 
appreciable and a large fraction of the ions are found to 
move through non-hopping mechanisms [60]. 
1.3 PHASE TRANSITIONS IN SUPERIONIC SOLIDS 
A variety of solids exhibit transformations form one 
crystal structure to another as the temperature or pressure 
is varied. The subject of phase transitions has grown 
enormously in recent years, with new types of transitions 
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as well as new approaches to explain the phenomena. The 
high ionic conductivity achieved by most of the superionic 
conductors is through well defined phase transitions, at 
particular temperatures. With increasing temperature, the 
electrical conductivity some times changes gradually ( as 
in 8- alumina) [9] or shows an abrupt jump (as in p- Agl, 
RbAg^Iq etc.) [10]. During a phase transition the free 
energy of the solid remains continuous but thermodynamic 
quantities such as entropy, volume and heat capacity 
exhibit discontinuous changes. 
Depending on this discontinuous change of Gibbs 
free energy G at the transition, Pardee and Mahan [61] 
classified the phase transition as first or second order. 
In a first order transition where the G (P,T) surface of 
the parent and product phases intersect sharply, the 
entropy and the volume shows singular behaviour. This 
transition, other wise called as insulator - electrolyte 
transition, is characterized by a sudden rise in the 
conductivity { 0~ ) when plotted against the inverse 
temperature (1/T). It can sometimes be associated with a 
distinct structural and latent heat change. On the other 
hand in second - order transitions (order - disorder phase 
transitions) the heat capacity, compressibility or thermal 
expansivity shows singular behaviour. Here the cr versues 
1/T plot is continuous with a small change in slope at the 
transition temperature. The elctrical conducitivity of a 
few superionic solids exhibiting the above types of phase 
IG 
transition are depicted in Fig 1.3. The phase transitions 
at T = 64°C for RbAg^I^, 50°C for silver- pyridinium 
Iodide, 190°C for (CeF3)o_95 (CaF2)o.o5' 1150°C for CaF2, 
represent typical order-disorder transitions while T = 
151°C for RbAg^Ig, 147<'C for Agl, 890°C for LuFj were of 
the first kind. 
Landau introduced the concept of an order paremeter, 
P^ which is a measure of the order resulting from a phase 
transition. In a first - order transition, the change in 
£, is discontinuous, but in a second - order transition 
where the change of state is continuous the change in 
is also continuous. He proposed that G in a second - order 
(or structural) phase transition is not only a function of 
P and T but also of C and expanded G as a series in 
powers of ^ around the transition point. The order 
parameter vanishes at the critical temperature, T^ in such 
variation. Thus, due to the developments in the field by 
Kadanoff [62] Wilson [63] and others, it is now possible to 
characterize all higher order phase transitions in terms of 
the physical dimensionality of the system ,d, and the order 
parameter ,n. It is noteworthy that there can be no phase 
transitions in one dimension if short range forces alone 
operates [64] . 
(a) Phenomenological theories on phase transition. 
For the transitions of first kind, the Gibbs phase 
theory provides a satisfactory thermodynamic network that 
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Fig. 1.3 Ionic conductivity of some superionic solids showing Class I and Class 11 
types of phase transitions. 
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can be supplemented by more specific information derived 
primarily from experiments. The X - ray and neutron 
diffraction methods supply detailed informtion about the 
geometry of the lattice. Measurements of rate of 
transitions give some information about the free energy 
barriers separating the different polymorphic modification. 
The essential thermodynamic features of the second kind 
have proved more elusive. In fact transitions of the second 
kind mark the onset of ferromagnetism, ferroelectricity and 
superconductivity and thus established molecular order m 
alloys and in crystals [65]. 
The high conductivity is generally sustained by 
materials showing a high degree of disorder permitting many 
ion jumps to take place simultaneously. The thermally 
generated defects are made to interact in such a manner 
that the charge carrier density increases either abruptly 
or discontinuosly resulting in a sudden increase m 
conductivity. Hubermann [66] showed that a Frenkel pair 
attractive interaction is responsible for the superionic 
phase transition. The crystals always contain a finite 
number of Schottky and Frenkel defects, which increases 
with temperature. He considered the formation of Frenkel 
pairs by ions leaving their normal sites and going to 
available interstitial sites. The conductivity depends on 
the number of Frenkel pairs, which is an exponential 
function of the activation energy for their formation. The 
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total activation energy is rendered defect - concentration 
- dependent, by assuming that there is an attractive 
interaction between the interstitial ion and the vacancy, 
proportional to the square of defect concentration. 
Almost simultaneously, Rice et al. [67] gave a model 
for the transition to the superionic state, in which they 
showed that the interstitial defects interacts with the 
induced strain field. Also the creation of interstitials 
would lead to a finite change in the volume of the crystal, 
making the solid in a state of hydrostatic strain. The free 
energy is assumed to be a function of defect concentration 
and the strain. They proposed a ratio A/Uj^ where Uj_ is 
the energy required to promote a cation to an intestitial 
site and A is an interaction parameter given by A=r^/WQ, 
which in turn is related to the bulk modulus and the number 
of cations per unit volume. For a small value of A/U^ 
(=0.1), the number of defects increases smoothly with 
temperature and hence the C versus l/T plot would be the 
same as for the normal ionic solids, for \/Uj_ <. 0.97, the 
rate of increase of defect concentration changes at a 
certain temperature and the slope of the curve changes 
without an abrupt change in conductivity. But for A/U^ > 
0.98, the defect concentration rises abruptly and hence, it 
corresponds to the first order transition occurring in 
superionic solids. Welch and Diene [68,69] have suggested 
two models wherein the thermally generated defect 
concentration modifies the free energy of the ionic crystal 
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in such a way that different orders of phase transiton 
result. 
(b) Lattice gas theories of phase transition 
In earlier theories, the first and second order 
superionic transitions and CT versus l/T behaviour were 
explained on the basis of a change in the number of charge 
carriers due to ion interactions. If a large number of 
charge carriers are present as a result of first - order 
phase transition then the mobile ions can be considered as 
a 'lattice gas', hopping from one lattice point to 
another. These particles interact with each other and 
modifies the ion diffusion or transport activation energy 
[70] . The path probability method is used here to explain 
the migration. The earlier random walk approach failed, 
because it requires the jump frequency of an atom to an 
adjacent site, to be constant, independent of location and 
time. But in the case of fast - ion conductors with highly-
disordered lattice, the number of vacancies are comparable 
with that of migrating cations and hence jump frequency of 
ions will be influenced greatly by their immediate 
surroundings. 
In an another theory proposed by Mahan [71] ., the solid 
is represented as a network of sites where the ions can 
sit. The number of available sites is greater than the 
number of ions. It is assumed that there is a repulsive 
interaction between nearest neighbours. When an ion 
polarizes the host crystal, hopping must carry the 
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polarizing cloud with it. The presence of appreciable 
disorder below the transition temperature (T^) is a 
manifestation of the slow rise of the order parameter with 
decreasing temperature. That is, both above and below the 
transition temperature there is substantial disorder, even 
though this temperature corresponds to an order-disorder 
transition as suggested by Pardee and Mahan. From the 
structural studies, Geller [72] has also identified this 
transition as a disorder-disorder transition. 
1.4 ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF IONIC SOLIDS 
Electrical conductivity measurements were among the 
earliest physicochemical measurements made on solids. All 
ionic materials have an electrical conductivity in the 
solid state due to the diffusive motion of the ions. In 
most such materials, this diffusion is associated with the 
motion of point defects created either by thermal 
excitation or by doping. The concentration of thermally 
generated defects in most ionic materials is extremely low. 
But in superionic conductors, the thermal disorder is too 
large at high temperatures and the conductivity attains 
liquid - like values [73-77]. 
Any soild has at a given temperature an 
equilibrium concentration of intrinsic defects (usually 
vacancies or interstitials) which is controlled by a 
Boltzmann factor. Because ionic conduction and diffusion 
are generally sensitive to this thermal equilibrium 
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concentration of intrinsic defects, they are called 
activated processes. 
The situation is quite interesting in the case of 
fast-ion (superionic) conductors. These materials are 
characterized either by the availability of a very large 
number of normally vacant lattice sites (i.e., a defect 
structure) or by an essentially complete disorder of the 
mobile ionic species. These mobile ions are distributed 
randomly over a large number of sites, and the magnitude of 
the conductivity indicates that nearly all of them must 
contribute to the conductivity. The activation energy for 
ionic motion in the superionic regime is usually small 
('-^ 0.1 eV) . 
Ionic conductivity and diffusion have been studied 
extensively in a variety of ionic crystals at atmospheric 
pressure, and in many cases the mechanisms for the 
transport processes in terms of point defects have been 
established [78]. Experimental results have generally been 
successfully interpreted in terms of absolute reaction-rate 
theory. In this theory the elementary diffusive jump is 
likened to a transition, in thermal equilibrium, between a 
ground state corresponding to the equilibrium lattice 
position of the mobile species and an excited state 
corresponding to the saddle-point position. The basic 
assumption underlying the use of this theory in diffusive 
processes is that there exists a well-defined transition 
(excited) state whose lifetime is sufficiently long 
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compared to lattice thermal relaxation time that it makes 
sense to define the thermodynamic properties of the excited 
state. Although the theory has been criticised on this 
assumption and on other counts [79] , its general success in 
interpreting experimental results provides strong support 
for the usefulness and, perhaps validity of this 
equilibrium statistical mechanical treatment of the 
diffusion process in many systems. 
There has been a considerable number of studies of the 
effects of hydrostatic pressure on ionic conductivity and 
other related ionic transport processes. Both the 
formation and the motion of lattice defects which determine 
the conductivity normally depend exponentially on pressure. 
Most of the early pressure work was on NaCl and the silver 
halides, whereas recent work has extended these studies to 
a broader range of materials that includes fast ion 
conductors. In all of these studies, pressure is found to 
be a complementary variable to temperature in trying to 
understand the mechanisms of ionic conduction. In some 
cases, pressure turns out to be an essential variable. In 
ionic conductivity and other defect-dominated properties in 
general, it is important to know the elastic volume 
relaxation associated with the formation of lattice defects 
as well as the lattice relaxation accompanying the 
diffusive motion of these defects. Measurements of the 
hydrostatic pressure dependence of the ionic conductivity 
give, in principle, direct information about these volume 
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relaxations, and this can in turn be used to understand 
better the mechanisms of ionic transport and to test the 
validity of proposed models. Pressure studies also provide 
a better understanding of the nature of the energy barriers 
associated with ionic transport and are, in addition, 
important to the understanding of the phase transitions 
observed in many ionic conductors. 
The simplest consideration for most important lattice 
imperfections are vacancies and interstitials. A lattice 
vacancy is known as a Schottky defect. A Schottky defect is 
formed in a perfect crystal by moving an ion from a lattice 
site in the interior to a lattice site on the surface of 
the crystal. At any given temperature a certain equilibrium 
number of lattice vacancies is always present in a crystal 
because the entropy is increased by the presence of 
disorder in the lattice. To keep the crystal 
electrostatically neutral on a local scale, usually it is 
energetically favourable in ionic crystals to form roughly 
equal numbers of separated positive and negative ion 
vacancies (so-called Schottky pairs). It is easy to show 
that the concentration, n, of such pairs is [78], 
n = N exp (-AGf^ /2kT) , (1.1) 
where N is the number of ions (sites) per unit volume, and 
A G ^ ^ is the Gibbs free energy of formation of a pair. 
Another type of lattice defect is the Frenkel 
defect. In this case an ion is moved from a lattice site to 
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an interstitial position, a normally unoccupied lattice 
position. The concentration of Frenkel defects is again 
easily shown to be given by 
n = (NN')^/^ exp {-AGf^  /2kT) , (1.2) 
where N is the number of lattice sites, N' is the number of 
interstitial sites (both per unit volume) , and AG^-^ is the 
Gibbs free energy for the formation of the interstitial. 
Equations (1.1) and (1.2) are obtained in the 
limit n << N and as such are thus strictly not valid for 
ionic conductors in the superionic regime where n 
approaches N. 
The production of Schottky defects lowers the 
density of the crystal because the volume is increased 
without an increase in mass. The production of Frenkel 
defects, on the other hand, does not to first order change 
the volume of the crystal, and thus the density remains 
nearly unchanged. On this basis pressure can be expected to 
cause a relatively large suppression of the formation of 
Schottky defects. 
Controlled concentrations of vacancies and 
interstitials can often be introduced by doping an ionic 
crystal with aliovalent impurities. For example, doping 
NaCl wit CaCl2 would cause the Ca^ "^  ion to go in 
substitutionally for the Na"*" ion. The requirement of charge 
neutrality would also cause the creation of a Na"^  vacancy. 
On the other hand, doping NaCl with, e.g., Na2S, would 
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cause the S^" ion to go in substitutionally for the CI" ion 
and would result in the formation of a CI" vacancy. 
The conductivity of a solid ionic conductor can be 
written as 
O- = :^nj qj pj (1.3) 
where n..:, q.: and u^ are the concentration, electrical 
charge, and mobility, respectively, of the jth mobile 
charge carrier, and the summation is over the different 
types of charge carriers. The temperature dependence of 
arises from the temperature dependence of n or p or both. 
In general, the temperature dependence of n can be quite 
complicated since it can be influenced by the relative 
amounts of intrinsic defects and impurities as well as by 
the possible association and/or precipitation [78] of these 
impurities and defects. 
In the extrinsic regime n is determined by the 
concentration of impurities; however, in the intrinsic 
regime the concentration of intrinsic defects is given by 
either Eq. (1.1) or (1.2), which can be rewritten in the 
form 
n = N exp { ASf/2k) exp (-AHf/2kT) (1.4) 
with a similar expression for Eq. (1.2). Here, As^ andAH^ 
are the entropy and enthalpy, respectively, associated with 
the formation of the defects. 
Not only is the concentration of intrinsic defects 
and activated process, but so is the motion of defects as 
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well, since work is required to move the defect from its 
equilibrium position of minimum energy to the saddle point 
which separates it from another position of minimum energy. 
The rate at which a defect traverses a barrier is 
1/p = V exp (-AOj^ /kT) (1.5) 
where AG^ is the free energy required to move the defect 
across the energy barrier, and v is the vibrational (or 
attempt) frequency of the defect in the direction which 
carries it over the barrier, v is usually a difficult 
quantity to estimate since it relates to a defective region 
of the crystal. A useful approximation is to equate v with 
the Debye frequency for cases where the diffusing species 
has a comparable mass to the atoms of the host crystal. 
The diffusion coefficient (isotropic case) is given by 
D = Ar^T'^ (1.6) 
where A is a dimensionless geometrical factor (of order 
unity) which depends on the lattice type and transport 
mechanism, and r is the jump distance. The mobility u of a 
given species is related to the diffusion coefficient D of 
that species through the Nernst - Einstein relation 
D = pkT/q (1.7) 
where q is the electric charge of the species. Since D is 
given hy 
D = Avr^ exp (- AGj^ /^kT) , (1.8) 
the temperature dependence of u is given by 
p = (Aqvr^/kT) exp ( -ACj^ /kT) = (Aqvr^/kT) exp ( As^^/k) 
exp (- AH^/kT). (1.9) 
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where the subscript m denotes mobility. 
The conductivity in the intrinsic regime where one 
mobile species dominates can then be written as 
CTT = (ANq^vr^/k) exp(ASf/2k + As^^/k) exp( - AHf/2kT -
AH^/kT) (1.10) 
In d e a l i n g with exper imenta l d a t a , Eq. ( l . lO) i s more 
commonly wr i t t en as 
CTT =a^exp( - E/kT) , (1.11) 
where it is seen that the pre-exponential factor O" is 
Oi =(ANq2vr2/k) exp(ASf/2k+ ASj^/k) (1.12) 
and the measured activation energy E is 
E = 1/2 AHf + AH^^ (1.13) 
In the extrinsic regime, where the change in carrier 
concentration with T is negligible, the measured activation 
energy is simply associated with the motion of the mobile 
species (assuming that the mobility of this species 
dominates), and 
E = A H ^ (1.14) 
In Eq. (1.14) it is assumed that the impurity 
concentration is sufficiently low so as not to influence 
the mobility in the lattice. 
At this point it is worth emphasizing that Eq.(i.io) is 
based on the Nernst - Einstein relation (Eq.(1.7)) and the 
absolute reaction rate theory of diffusion. Implicit in 
the latter theory is the assumption that the diffusive 
process can be described in terms of equilibrium 
statistical mechanics. Although there has been some 
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criticism of this theory it neverthless has been very 
successful in treating diffusion and ionic conductivity 
data and this success is generally taken as the strongest 
evidence for its validity. 
Reference to Eq.d.ll) indicates that a plot of 
logCTT versus T"-^  should yield a linear response over the 
appropriate temperature regime. By making measurements on 
samples with various impurities and over a sufficiently 
broad temperature range, it is possible to evaluate the 
various activation energies (or enthalpies) and pre-
exponential factors (Eq.(1.12)). An idealized response 
for an ionic crystal showing various conduction regimes of 
interest are depicted in Fig. 1.4. Regimes I and II are 
easiest to understand and are generally of most interest. 
In the extrinsic regime (I), the response is determined 
by the concentration and type of impurity (or dopant) 
present in the crystal, whereas in the intrinsic regime 
(II) the response is determined by the concentration of 
thermally produced defects and by the mobility of the more 
mobile species of these defects. Deviations from regime I 
and II can be observed at both high and low temperatures. 
Regime III occurs at high temperature and signals a change 
in the conduction process. Here, usually the conduction is 
also intrinsic as in regime II and the transition from 
regime II to regime III could signify a change, from 
conduction by vacancy motion to conduction by interstitial 
Ill 
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^ EXTRlMSfC 
ASSOCIATION 
i /T 
Fig. 1.4 An idealized representation of log a T vs. T -^  showing the var 
conduction regimes observed in normal solid ionic conductors. 
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motion. At sufficiently low temperatures a so-called 
association regime is sometimes observed. In this regime 
O" decreases with decreasing temperature at a faster rate 
than in regime I because the impurity and associated defect 
become bound (i.e., associate), forming a neutral pair 
which does not contribute to the conductivity. In this 
regime the activation energy is E = AHJ^ + 1/2 A H ^ where 
A H ^ is the binding or association enthalpy of the 
aliovalent impurity and associated defect. 
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CHAPTER 2 
ION CONDUCTION IN Cu% K^  
AND Na^ DOPED Ag^Hgl^  
*The work presented in this chapter is reported in J. Solid State Chem. (in press) 
1996. 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The present trend, in searching superionic 
conductors for battery material and other devices is two-
fold in nature; (i) to find new materials showing high 
values of ionic conductivity in the vicinity of room 
temperature, and (ii) to use known ionic conductors with 
other materials in the form of mixed systems to increase 
the conduction efficiency [1-4]. The latter procedure 
attracted considerable attention in recent years as it not 
only lowers the phase transition temperature but also gives 
relatively high values of conductivity. One of the best 
kind of such systems is RbAg^Ig, which is a mixed salt of 
Rbl and Agl[5] . 
Recently Secco et al. reported a new positive 
mixed alkali effect on fast ion conductivity in Na2S0^ and 
Ag2S04[6,7]. A similar behaviour has also been reported on 
the ion conductivity of (Ag, Na) - nitrite sodalities [8]. 
These results are in strong contrast to the usual mixed 
alkali effect observed in disilicate glasses [9,10], S-
aluminas and |S-gallate [11] , where a decrease in 
conductivity occurs. These results motivated us to 
undertake an investigation of doped Ag2Hgl4. 
Ag2HgI^ is a well known superionic conducting 
material first studied by Ketelaar [12]. Many 
investigations have been reported on the electrical 
conductivity [13,14], thermo electric power [15], heat 
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capacity, X-ray diffraction [16] and Raman scattering [i-'] 
of this material. This compound undergoes a phase 
transition from ^ to oc phase at 323.7 K. The transport 
number of Ag"*" in Ag2Hgl4 is 0.94. 
Neubert et al. [14] observed a decrease m 
electrical conductivity of Ag2Hgl4 in the p, 
modification upon cycling to T > 50° C, and suggested this 
is due to the growth of crystallites and increasing 
perfection of crystallities. Further cursory examination of 
jS- modification, conductivities as a function of pressing 
pressure and pressing time show that, the higher the 
pressure and longer the time samples are held at top 
pressure the greater the values were. The annealing and 
pressing behaviour together with a study of dielectric 
properties, suggested that the bulk of the specimen consist 
of relatively large grains of ordered crystals. The grains 
contacted to one another via point contacts of poorly 
organized boundary materials. Contact materials, because of 
its high state of disorganization, and therefore low degree 
of order , are presumed to have a high conductivity. 
Transformation of disordered materials into ordered 
materials by grain growth during annealing, together with a 
concomitant decrease in the number of contacts causes 
specimen conductivity to decrease. 
The frequency dependence of the conductivity of 
Ag2Hgl4 observed by Shibata et al. [18] shows the similar 
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behaviour as found for CuCl [19] and AgBr [20]. The results 
were interpreted in terms of equivalent circuits composed 
of resistance and capacitance contributions at the sample 
electrode interface. They were also attempted to determine 
the transport number of the electronic component m 
Ag2HgI^ and the results indicated that for the ^-phase the 
conductivity could have a smaller electronic contribution, 
1-10% of the total conductivity. These values of electronic 
conductivity are much smaller than those reported by Weil 
and Lawson [21] and Webb [22] , suggesting that the Ag"^  ion 
is still the dominant charge carrier in the S-phase. 
Though the CC - phase of Ag2Hgl4 shows 
exceptionally high ionic conductivity, the .activation 
energy for ionic motion is much larger than those of other 
superionic conductors, such as Agl or |S-alumina. This can 
be due to the fee arrangement of I" sublattice so that the 
Ag"^  ion was forced to go through the high energy octahedral 
interstices in the transport process [23] . Therefore, the 
free-ion model proposed for the transport process by Rice 
et al . [24] is inappropriate. The microwave complex 
conductivity of Ag2HgI^ [25] suggests hopping as the 
basic transport mechanism in the CX" - phase. 
Structure of Ag2HgI^ based on X-ray powder 
diffraction were proposed by Ketelaar [26] . Later Kasper 
and Browell employed single crystal X-ray crystallography 
to obtain refined structure for the OC (disordered) [27] and 
jS (ordered) [28] phases of AgjHgl^ . The structure of OC 
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and |S phase are shown in Fig.2.1. In the p, phase, the 
iodide form an fee lattice with two silver ions and one 
mercury ion occupying three of the four available 
tetrahedral sites, leaving one quarter of the tetrahedral 
sites empty. The primitive Wigner - Seitz cell shows S^  
symmetry and the lattice parameters as a = 6.3 A and 
c = 12.6 A at room temperature. But above 3 2 3.7 K 
AgoHgl^ transforms from the yellow |S-phase to the brick 
red OC - phase with the three cations randomly distributed 
among the four tetrahedral sites provided by the fee 
sublattice of the I" ions. 
2.2 EXPERIMENTAL 
(a) Preparation of Ag2HgI^ 
Although Ag2Hgl4 is known to be formed in solid 
state by the interaction of Agl and Hgl2, this method was 
not followed for its preparation. It was prepared by 
simultaneous precipitation from solutions containing 
stoichiometric amount of reactants. This method yielded 
more satisfactory results than solid state product. 
Ag2Hgl4 was precipitated slowly on vigorous stirring, from 
0.5 M K2Hgl4 solution by addition of the stoichiometric 
amount of 1 M AgN03 solution [29]. Analar grade chemicals 
Hgl2 and AgN03 obtained from E. Merck (India) Limited with 
a stated purity of 99% and 99.8%, respectively, were used. 
The precipitated powder was washed 10-15 times by 
decantation using double distilled water, filtered and 
A3 
^-Ag2HgI4 oC-Phase 
Fig. 2,1 The structures of p - and a - phases of Ag2Hgl4. 
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dried The preparation was carried out in diffuse light 
using brown bottles, but otherwise no extraordinary 
precautions were taken to avoid photochemical effects. X-
ray diffraction studies showed typical diffraction pattern 
of the Ag2Hgl4 and the d values match well with the 
A.S.T.M. powder diffraction file of Ag2Hgl4 [30] . 
(b) Conductivity measurements 
Pellets for the conductivity measurements were 
prepared by pouring the sample powder into a stainless 
Steel die and pressing at a pressure of 4 tonnes/cm with 
the help of a hydraulic press (Spectra Lab, Model SL-89). 
The pellets had an area of 4.524 cm^ and thickness O.l cm. 
Pellets were found to be of the same colour as the original 
powders. However, higher pressures were found to cause 
uneven darkening in the pellets and lead to higher 
transition temperatures. All the samples were annealed at 
200°C for 12 hours, before measurements to eliminate any 
grain boundary effect. 
The electrical measurements were performed by 
means of a two probe method. The pellet was mounted on a 
stainless steel sample holder assembly between copper 
plates, to which leads were attached, using two polished 
platinum electrodes. The copper leads were electrically 
insulated from the sample holder by Teflon sheets. This 
assembly was then placed inside a thermostat. The 
temperature was brought to the desired level and kept there 
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for about 15 minutes to ensure that equilibrium had been 
reached. A Gen Rad 1659 RLC Digi Bridge with the frequency 
range 100 Hz - 10 KHz was employed for measuring 
conductivity. Possible impedence contribution from external 
connection cables and pellet mounting devices were 
corrected by using its built in short and open calibration 
facility. Conductivity measurements were made over the 
range 30-200°C. 
2.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The temperature dependence of ionic conductivity 
usually follows the Arrhenius expression, 
a- = ne2 A^ V f/kT exp (-AG*/kT) (2.1) 
= ne^ A^ V r/kT exp (As*/k - AH*/kT) (2.2) 
where n number of ions per unit volume, e the ionic 
charge, A the distance between two jump position, V the 
jump frequency, "fthe intersite geometric constant, k the 
Boltzmann constant andAc , As*, A H are activation free 
energy, entropy and enthalpy terms respectively. The 
equation can be written in a simpler form as, 
cr-T =c7-Q exp ( -E^/kT) (2.3) 
where CTQ = ne^ A^Vf/k exp ( As*/k) and A H * = E^ i.e., 
the activation enthalpy equals the experimental activation 
energy for ionic motion, which may include a defect 
formation enthalpy contribution [31]. On the basis of the 
above equation heat mode plots of log (<TT) VS 1/T are given 
in Fig. 2.2 for pure and doped Ag2^'3'^/^-
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Fig. 2.2 The temperature dependence of electrical conductivity of Ag^Hgi^ - Cu^Hgl 
system. 
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It can be observed from the Fig 2.2 that the 33 mol% 
Cu"*" doped sample undergoes a phase transition at 33°C much 
lower than that for parent compounds. The transition 
temperature of the other dopant concentrations are not of 
much interest as they lie between those of the parent 
compounds. The o~ values are also intermediate between those 
of the parent compounds. However, the 33 mol% Cu"^  doped 
Ag^Hgl^ shows maximum conductivity at room temperature. 
The activation energy for ionic motion in the OC phase also 
shows a decrease in the Cu"*" substituted Ag2Hgl4. This 
behaviour could be attributed to the characteristic of the 
eutectoid of the system at this composition [13]. 
The data for the temperature dependence of conductivity 
of 7 mol% K"^  doped sample is presented in Fig. 2.3. Ag2Hgl4 
doped with 5, 10 and 15 mol% K"^ , not shown in the figure, 
exhibited the same behaviour as the 7 mol% doped sample. 
But the 7 mol% sample shows the highest conductivity at 
room temperature and undergoes a phase transition at about 
60°C accompanied by an increase in conductivity. The phase 
transition temperature of the doped sample is intermediate 
between those of the parent compounds. 
One may expect that the fraction of mobile charge 
carries, Ag"*", decreases proportionately with decrease in 
mole fraction in the doped compound and shows a lower-
conductivity. But the K"*" doped Ag2Hgl4 possesses a higher 
conductivity prior to the phase transition than the pure 
AgjHgl^ and K2Hgl4. This could be explained in terms of 
Aft 
K*d«ptdAfl2Hgl4 
No*depttfA92H9l4 
Fig. 2.3 The temperature dependence of electrical conductivity of pure and d( 
Ag^Hgi,. 
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extra free volume produced by the larger guest ion. The 
introduction of comparatively larger K"*" ion, viz. rj^"*" = 152 
pm and r^ "^  = 129 pm for CN=6 [32] , in the Ag2Hgl4 lattice 
generates additional free volume. This would permit greater 
facility of Ag* ions mobility and therefore enhance the 
ionic conductivity. However, the conductivity enhancement 
can also result from an increased number of activated 
mobile Ag"*" ion resulting from the weaker lattice bonding 
forces. The above effect is known as "lattice loosening" 
in mixed cation composition [31] . Secco et al . have 
reported parallel ionic conductivity behaviour for Rb"^  
doped Na2S04 based compounds [7]. 
Another important feature observed in the K"^  doped 
Ag2Hgl4 was the erratic conductivity behaviour in the post 
transition region. After the phase transition, the 
conductivity rises smoothly upto 140°C and thereafter shows 
a decreasing trend. The drop in the conductivity may be due 
to the collapse of the iodide framework above 140°C. But on 
cooling the higher conductivity is regained. This supported 
the argument of lattice collapse and its subsequent 
recovery on cooling implies restructuring of that 
sublattice. Such type of decrease in the conductivity has 
been reported for Na2S04 [33] and K2SO4 [34] as well. 
Ag2Hgl4 exhibited high cationic conductivity by 
introducing larger K* ion in the lattice. The prospect of 
cationic conductivity with smaller radius and lower mass 
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Table 2.1. Ionic conductivity activation energy values 
of pure and doped Ag2HgI^. 
Phase transition Temperature Activation 
Compounds temperature (°C) region energy(KJ/moi: 
Pure Ag2Hgl4 52 
33 mol% Ag2Hgl4 59 
50 mol% Ag2Hgl4 55 
67 mol% Ag2Hgl4 33 
A 27 
B 63 
Pure Cu2Hgl4 70 A 25 
B 91 
A 27 
B 59 
A 31 
B 65 
A 65 
B 51 
7 mol% K"" 60 A 22 
doped Ag2HgI. 
B 25 
15 mol % Na"^  65 A 172 
doped Ag2HgI^ B 31 
Note: A pre-transition B. post-transition 
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Na"*" ( r^^'^ = 116 pm versus A^q"^  = ^^^ P"^  ^ ° ^ ^^ = '^ ^^^ 
the Ag2Hgl4 structure, prompted us to probe the nature of 
the solid - solid phase transition in Na"*" doped sample. 
Fig. 2.3 shows the temperature dependence of the electrical 
conductivity of 15 mol% Na"*" doped Ag2Hgl4 . The enhanced 
conductivity as predicted for Na"^  incorporation m the 
lattice is observed. Each addition of a finite quantity -5 
mol%) of Na"^  into Ag2Hgl4 lattice resulted m higher 
conductivity. The highest conductivity is achieved m the 
15 mol% Na'^  sample. There is no distortion in the lattice 
in this case, as is clear from the X-ray studies. In the 
mixed cation compounds, it would generally be the case that 
the smaller cations are the better mobile ions [35] . The 
partial replacement of the Ag''' ions by smaller Na"*" ions in 
the Ag2Hgl4 lattice tends to open up more space for the 
Na* ion to move freely through the host lattice framework. 
The ionic conductivity and the activation energy for 
conduction show strong dependence on the concentration of 
Na"^  ion in the host lattice and it confirms the argument of 
Na"^  ion predominance in the conduction process. 
In the high temperature phase, two different 
linear regions are identified in the plot of log (CTT) vs 
10-^ /T for the Na"^  doped Ag2Hgl4 . Region I is associated 
with an activation energy 31 KJ/mol, in the range 90-l40°C, 
can be identified as the extrinsic conduction region in 
which all carrier ions are free and the activation enthalpy 
is almost equal to migration enthalpy. The region II from 
140-200°C is the intrinsic region of conduction, where the 
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ionic conduction is determined by thermally activated 
defect. The increase of conductivity at 140°C can be 
attributed to the extra enhancement of the I' ion 
orientational disorder. The conductivity data 
reported in this study show that doped sample exhibit very 
high Na"^  ion conductivity in the high temperature phase 
analogous to the system of compound referred to as NASICON 
[36] . The proposed model of highly mobile Na"^  ion in a 
fixed Hgl^^" sublattice in (AgNa)2Hgl4 compound parallels 
the accepted model of highly mobile Ag"*" ion in the fixed 
network of I" in Agl compounds [37]. 
2.4 CONCLUSION 
The studies on the phase transitions of Ag2Hgl4 
and Cu2Hgl4 reveal that the 33 mol% Cu2Hgl4 undergoes a 
phase transition at much lower temperature than the parent 
compounds. The incorporation of larger K"*" ion in Ag2HgI^ 
lattice shows a remarkable increase in conductivity at room 
temperature, due to the generation of free volume m the 
host lattice. In K"*" doped sample, the destruction of the I_ 
sublattice takes place when heated at above 140°C. The 
lattice distortion would effect the lower mobility of Ag"^  
ion and thus a decrease in conductivity was observed. The 
Na"*" ions are highly mobile in the Ag2Hgl4 lattice due to 
the smaller size of Na"*" compared to Ag"*" ions. Above 140°C 
the conductivity shows further increase due to the anionic 
disorder. 
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CHAPTER 3 
ION CONDUCTION IN Cd^ ^ SUBSTITUTED 
Cu^Hgl^ANDAg^Hgl,. 
The subject matter of this chapter is published in Proceedings of the Department 
of Atomic Energy, Solid State Physics Symposium, 1995. 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Cu2HgI^ is unique amongst the superionic 
conductors in having a tetragonal unit cell and very 
complex electrical properties. 
It was Ketelaar who was the first to notice the 
ionic conductivity of Cu2Hgl4 [1] . It has been reported 
that Cu2Hgl4 exhibited ionic conductivity and it showed a 
phase transition from the low temperature phase (|S-phase) , 
with ordered tetragonal structure, to the high temperature 
phase ( OC phase), with disordered pseudocubic structure 
[2,3]. Studies conducted by Shibata et al. [4] showed the 
values of the conductivity were dependent on the applied 
frequency, but were nearly constant in the low frequency 
region for the |S-phase and high frequency region for the(X-
phase . For |S- Cu2Hgl4 the electronic conductivity is 
almost equal to the total conductivity. However above 76°C 
at ambient pressure Cu2Hgl4 transforms from an ordered 
electronic conductor into the QC- phase which displays mixed 
ionic and electronic conductivity. 
From the far infrared transmission and reflection 
measurements [5] on both OC and |9 phases of Cu2Hgl^ showed 
that the mobile ions Cu"^  have a solid-like motion compared 
to the liquid like motion in OC - Agl. Hence the mobile 
cation can be described by damped simple harmonic 
oscillators. The mobile ions move from one tetrahedral site 
to another equivalent tetrahedral site and they occupy an 
:)8 
interstitial octahedral site during their conduction 
process. This sort of conduction mechanism is in good 
accord with the Wiedersich and Geller [6] model for these 
materials. 
A perspective view of the crystal structure of 
Cu2Hgl4, suggested by Kasper and Browell [7,8] is 
illustrated in Fig. 3.1. In the jS-phase iodide form a faae 
centered cubic lattice with the two copper ions and one 
mercury ion occupying three of the four available 
tetrahedral sites, leaving one site empty. The primitive 
Wigner - Seitz cell shows ^2^ symmetry. Above the phase 
transition temperature Cu"*" ions disorder to partially 
occupy all of the tetrahedral sites. Therefore, it appears 
that, even though a good understanding of the mechanism of 
ionic transport in pure Cu2Hgl4 has been achieved, the 
behaviour of this compound with guest cation in the lattice 
is not yet clear. Therefore, it was thought worthwhile to 
investigated the effect of divalent cation substitution on 
the ionic conductivity of Cu2Hgl4. 
3.2 EXPERIMENTAL 
(a) Preparation of Cu2HgI^ 
Cu2Hgl4 was prepared by simultaneous precipitation 
from solutions containing stoichiometric amounts of 
reactants. Aqueous solutions containing mixtures of CUNOT 
(BDH, Analar Grade) with total metal ion concentration of 
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|3-Cu2Hgl4 o(-Phase 
Fig. 3.1 The structures of p - and a - phases of CUjHgl 
2- •»'4-
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about 0.4 M was added to boiling solution of approximatel>' 
0.1 M K2Hgl4 which was earlier prepared by mixing 
stoichiometric solutions of Hg(N03)2 and KI in sufficient 
quantity to remove the iodine formed [9] and to decrease 
the loss of material remaining in solution. If this was not 
done, results were found to be poor, the product consisting 
largely of Cul rather than Cu2Hgl4. 
CUjHgl^ obtained as dark red mass, was filtered 
and washed with KI solution and double distilled water, 
dried thereby over porous plate in a thermostat at above 
100°C. X-ray diffraction studies showed it to be low 
temperature single phase j5-Cu2Hgl4. The calculated d values 
and intensities matched well with the A.S.T.M powder 
diffraction file [10] . 
The preparation of Ag2Hgl4 has already been 
discussed in previous chapter. The solid solutions were 
prepared by mixing respective iodomercurates in the 
requisite composition in an agate mortar and heating it at 
200°C for 24 hours in a silica crucible. X-ray diffraction 
studies were carried out for the materials after the 
reactions were completed. The X-ray diffraction patterns 
were recorded by PHILIPS PW 1710 diffractometer with CuK 
radiation under same conditions for every sample. 
A detailed description of the conductivity 
measurements has been given in chapter II. All the Cu2Hgi4 
compositions showed a linear increase in conductivity with 
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palletizing pressure upto the pressure 4 tonnes/cm^ and 
after that it became almost constant. Therefore, all the 
pellets were prepared at a pressure of 4 tonnes/cm". All 
the samples were annealed at 200°C for 10 hours to 
eliminate grain boundary effect, if any. 
3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Plots of loglcTT) vs 1/T for Cu2Hgl4 - CdHgl^ 
compositions are presented in Fig. 3.2. The break in the 
conductivity for all the samples indicated the occurrence 
of a transition from ordered S phase to disordered OC-phase 
The variation of log (CTT) with the mol% of added CdHgl^ 
are depicted in Fig. 3.3. In the high temperature regioii, 
the conductivity initially increases with the addition of 
CdHgl. approaching a maximum at 8 mol% CdHgl^ and 
thereafter, decreases monotonically. The above behaviour 
could be explained as follows. 
The partial replacement of the monovalent host ion 
by the divalent guest ion gives rise to additional 
vacancies in the host latttice in accordance with the 
electroneutrality requirement. In the high temperature 
phase it was reported that such extrinsic vacancies 
contribute mainly to the conductivity and ionic size is 
having insignificant effect following aliovalent dopant 
substitution in the host lattice [11]. 
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Fig. 3.2 The temperature dependence of electrical conductivity of Cu^Hgl^  
system. 
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Fig. 3.3 The variation of log (a T) with mol% of CdHgl^ in Cu2Hgl^ . 
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With the availability of additional vacancies 
created by CdHgl^ substitution, in the tetragonal phase of 
the host lattice, the Cu"^  ions move through the lattice 
with a high elementary hopping probability [12] . The 
increasing vacancy concentrations due to partial 
substitution of Cd^ "^  creates additional migration paths 
for Cu"*", which in turn increases the conductivity. Upon 
further addition beyond 8 mol% Cd , the mobility of the 
Cu"^  ion was reduced following vacancy interactions such as 
cluster formation and also cationic sublattice ordering 
[11] . 
The X-ray diffraction pattern of 8mol% CdHgl^ 
shows absence of a line corresponding to CdHgl^, whereas 
all the observed lines are found to be in good agreement 
with ASTM data for Cu2Hgl4 . Therefore, it is clear that 
the substitution of the Cd ion in the tetrahedral sice 
does not distort the Cu2Hgl4 lattice. 
Values of the activation energy for ionic 
conductivity are tabulated in Table 3.1. The relatively 
constant E^ values for Cu2Hgl4 and 5 to 50 mol% CdHgl^ in 
the post-transition region strongly supports a common 
conductivity mechanism in these compounds. 
The conductivity in the low temperature region 
shows erratic features as a function of the added CdHgl^ 
concentration (Fig. 3.3). This was in sharp contrast to the 
observations in the high temperature phase. The low 
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Table 3.1. Ionic conductivity activation energy values 
of CujHgl^ - CdHgl4 system. 
Compounds 
Phase transition Temperature Activation 
temperature (°C) region energy(KJ/mol) 
Pure Cu2Hgl4 
Pure CdHgl^ 
33 : 67mol% 59 
Cu2Hgl4:CdHgl4 
50:50 mol% 
Cu2Hgl4:CdHgl4 
67:33 mol% 
Cu2Hgl4:CdHgl4 
92:8 mol% 
Cu2Hgl4:CdHgl4 
70 
180 
90 
97 
74 
84 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
25 
91 
10 
88 
29 
73 
21 
73 
17 
80 
90 
47 
Note: A pre-transition B. post-transition. 
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temperature domain being an impurity controlled region 
[13], ionic conductivity is mainly controlled by the 
valency of the guest cation. The self trapping effect of 
the substituted divalent cation which is negligibly mobile 
could impede the pathways of Cu"*", This will in turn 
decrease the mobility of Cu"*" and hence, cause an 
inconsistent behaviour. 
As a corollary of the conductivity-intrinsic 
vacancy hypothesis, we extended our investigation by adding 
CdHgl^ in the Ag2Hgl4 lattice which is isostructural with 
Cu2Hgl4 . 
Fig.3.4 shows the variation of log (O" T) against 
(l/T) for Ag2HgI^ - CdHgl^ compositions. The conductivity 
values for the solid solutions upto 80 mol% Ag2HgI^ were 
intermediate between those obtained for the parent 
compounds and showing sharp rise at characteristic 
transition point in each case. But in the high temperature 
phase we observed a peak in the log (G~ T) vs composition 
plot (Fig. 3.5) at lower CdHgl^ concentration side. The 
conductivity initially increased with the addition of 
CdHgl^ approaches a maximum at 7 mol% CdHgl^ and then 
decreases monotonically. This could be explained in the 
same manner as in the Cu2Hgl4-CdHgI^ system. The presence 
of Cd^"*" ion on Ag"*" ion sites in the host lattice would 
generate Ag"^  vacancies in accordance with the 
electroneutrality requirement. Vacancies would permit 
greater facility of Ag* ions mobility and therefore enhance 
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The temperature dependence of electrical conductivity of Ag^ Hgl - CdHgl^  
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Fig. 3.5 The variation of log (o T) with moi% CdHgl in Ag-Hgl, 
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the ionic conductivity. 
The activation energy values for ionic 
conductivity are tabulated in Table 3.2. The Cd^ "^  doped 
sample is having a low activation energy in the high 
temperature phase. The dopant ions produce a far greater 
number of defects than the defects produced by thermal 
excitation. Hence the number of defects in the high 
temperature phase can be considered approximately constant 
and the E^ would correspond to the enthalpy of migration of 
ions in this region [14]. 
A similar enhancement effect was anticipated in 
the low temperature phase of AgjHgl^, but could not be 
observed. Instead, increase in dopant concentration 
decreased the conductivity considerably. This can be 
attributed to lattice contraction. 
The enhanced conductivity by the addition of 
divalent cation can only be possible if the host lattice 
stays undistorted even after the addition. The addition of 
a "wrong" size cation to the host lattice can distort the 
lattice [15] . Since Cd^"*" has a smaller ionic radius (109 
pm) than Ag"*" (129 pm) [16] , the partial replacement of the 
Ag"*" by Cd^"*" could give rise to lattice contraction. The XRD 
pattern of the 7 mol% CdHgl^ shows a small deviation in d-
values. This shift was a clear evidence of the local 
lattice contraction. 
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Table 3.2 Ionic conductivity activation energy values 
of AgjHgl^ - CdHgl^ system. 
Compounds 
Phase transition 
temperature (°C) 
Temperature Activation 
region energy(KJ/mol 
Pure Ag2Hgl4 52 
Pure CdHgl^ 180 
33 : 67mol% 59 77 
Ag2Hgi4:CdHgi4 
50:50 mol% 71 
Ag2Hgl4:CdHgl4 
67:33 mol% 65 
Ag2Hgl4:CdHgl4 
93:7 mol% 60 
Ag2Hgl4:CdHgl4 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
21 
63 
10 
88 
31 
104 
14 
32 
14 
30 
10 
45 
Note: A pre-transition B. post-transition. 
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3.4 CONCLUSION 
It appears therefore, that the substitution of a 
divalent cation could create vacancies in the host lattice 
to maintain electroneutrality. The generated cation 
vacancies can provide larger structure free volume rather 
than higher number of activated mobile ions. But in the low 
temperature phase the ionic size plays very important role 
m conductivity enhancement. Though additional vacancies 
are produced in the low temperature phase, the lattice 
distortion effected by the substitution of smaller cation 
would reduce the mobility of the host cation. 
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CHAPTER 4 
ION CONDUCTION IN Tl^ Hgl^  AND Tl^ Cdl^  
Results of this study is reported in Solid State lonics (in press) 1996. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Mercury (II) tetraiodides of Silver and Copper 
have both been known as fast ion conductors [1,2] and 
thermochromic pigments [3] . A detailed discussion on the 
effect of cation substitution in these compounds were given 
in previous chapters. Recently, the mechanism for the 
presence or absence of thermochromism in Ag2Hgl4 
anologues, above and below the phase transition 
temperatures, have been reported [4]. The temperature 
dependent thermochromism might be due to the change in the 
charge transfer spectra arising from the transfer of 
electron charge from the filled p - orbitals of the iodide 
ligands to the unfilled d- orbitals of the mercury atom. 
From a detailed literature survey it was clear that the 
chemistry of other metal (1) mercury halides may not be 
simple anologues of Ag2^'3^/^ • ^'^^ example, the smaller 
halides have been reported to form MHgX-j and M.HgXg 
compounds [5,6] . For thallium mercuric iodide a 4:1 
metal: mercury ratio was reported [7,8], where as several 
others [9-20] reported the compound to be Tl2Hgl.. This 
clearly shows the paucity of evidence concerning thallium 
mercury iodide. 
In 1921, Barlot and Pernot [21] reported a double salt 
of Tll-Hgl2 ^^^ Gallais [9] in 1938, reported that a yellow 
- orange coloured compound precipitated by conductometric 
titration using alcholic solutions of TI2SO4 and K2Hgl4. 
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During the titration a sharp break was found at 2:1 mole 
ratio. The only other evidence was an analysis for Tl 
content which was found to be 35.86% compared to the 
theoretical value of 36.59%. Gallais found the product to 
be phototropic and rather unstable, yielding Hgl2 in cold 
ether. 
Twenty years later, Asmussen and Andersen [10] 
measured the magnetic susceptibility of Tl2Hgl4 but gave no 
analyses reports. The compound was orange coloured and 
decomposed above ISO^ 'C. The colour transition from orange 
to red was reported to occur at 116.5°C and was reversible 
after heating to < 130'»C. 
Recently, several workers have assumed that the 
orange coloured compound is Tl2Hgl4 [11-20]. For example, 
Adams and Hatton [15] in 1983 stated correctly that Ag2Hgl4 
was prepared from stoichiometric proportions of AgNO^ and 
K2Hgl4. In 1988 Rosu and Negoiu reported [16] that Tl2Hgl4 
and PbHgl^ can be synthesized by the wet method utilized by 
Adams and Hatton, i.e., 
2Ag-' + Hgl42- --> Ag2Hgl4 (4.1) 
2T1'^  + Hgl^^" --> Tl2Hgl4 (4.2) 
The analogy seems to be straight forward that Adams et al. 
[15] did not question the composition, even though they 
knew that the physical properties of Tl2Hgl4 are different 
from that of the Cu and Ag analogues. 
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Shriver et al. [20] noted that Tl2HgI,4 does not 
undergo a phase transition to a more conducting state. 
Contradicting this statement, Halmos and Wendlandt [li] , 
prepared the compound using the procedure of Gallais [9], 
giving various thermochromic transition temperatures (23 -
150°C) for an orange to red colour change. Wendlandt and 
Bradley [13,14] reported reflectance curves as a function 
of temperature and noted sharp theirmochromic transitions 
for all M2Hgl4, except Tl2Hgl4, for which a steady linear 
decrease was observed at 550 nm. Contrevas and Seguel [19] 
employed the stoichiometric addition procedure and found 
that the analytical data agreed well with the formula 
Tl2Hgl4. They gave the thermochromic transition 
temperature as 185°C. 
Countering this evidence for Tl2Hgl4, Huart and 
Durif [7] reported the existence of Tl^Hglg in 1963. They 
stated that when stoichiometric mixtures were used, an 
excess of red Hgl2 was formed. The excess Hgl2 could be 
removed by washing at lOO^C to sublime Hgl2. A systematic 
study with stoichiometric ratios of Til and Hgl2, in place 
of synthesis from solution ranging from l< Tll/Hgl2 <'^  • 2, 
showed that only Tll/Hgl2 = 4 gave the pure product. The 
powder pattern was the same a^' \vt!\^ t^ ' r^ pdisti^ "d.^  by Gallais 
[9] . If*/ -^ <''' "<" ¥ \ 
r - ^ 8x>2^ 
Crystals large enough^ "'^ ,or- single crystal XRD were 
obtained by precipitation and the structure was found to be 
tetragonal with a = 9.45 A and c = 9.27 A and the space 
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group P^/mnc and containing 2 units of Tl^Hglg per unit 
cell. 
More recently, the structural studies on the 
compound made by solid state reactions of Til with Hgl2 
were reported by Berthold et al. [8]. The XRD patterns 
agreed closely to those of Huart and Durif. 
Thus it appears that Tl"*" added to a solution of 
Hgl^^" will yield an orange coloured product which is 
highly unstable and gives a distinctive XRD pattern. 
However, it is not clear whether the compound precipitated 
from the solution is Tl2Hgl4 or Tl^Hglg. 
This chapter reports the prepartion and ion 
conductivity of thallium anologue of Ag2HgI^ and Ag2Cdl4. 
The overall objective was to confirm the electrochemical 
and optical properties of M2Hgl4 and M2Cdl4 compounds with 
the choice of M"*" substitutions, to obtain materials useful 
for sensors and other electrochemical devices. 
4.2 EXPERIMENTAL 
(a) Preparation of Tl^Hglg 
Tl^Hglg is synthesized by the simultaneous 
precipitation from solutions containing stoichiometric 
amounts of reactants. Aqueous solutions containing TI2SO4 
(Riedel-Hannover, 99.5%) with total metal ion concentration 
of about 0.1 M was added to hot solutions of approximately 
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0.05 M K2Hgl4, which was prepared in advance, by mixing 
stoichiometric solutions of HgN03 and KI in sufficient 
quantity to remove the iodine formed. The above mixture was 
stirred for 15 min., filtered, washed with KI solution and 
double distilled water and dried in a thermostat at about 
100°C. X-ray diffraction studies showed typical diffraction 
pattern of Tl^Hglg and the d values matched well with the 
JSPDS powder diffraction file [22] . 
(b) Preparation of Tl^Cdlg 
Tl^Cdlg was prepared from Til and Cdl2 obtained 
from BDH (India), with a stated purity of 98% and 98.5%, 
respectively, by the solid state reaction. Til and Cdl2 
were mixed in the requisite composition in an agate mortar 
and was heated at 400°C for 48 hours in a silica crucible 
with intermittent grinding. X-ray diffraction studies were 
carried out for the material, after the reaction was 
completed, using RIGAKU D/MAX -B diffractometer with CuK 
ct 
radiation. The XRD patterns of this compound correspond to 
the standard values. 
A detailed description of the conductivity 
measurements has been given in chapter II. The pellets for 
the conductivity measurements were prepared at a pressure 
of 4 tonnes/cm''. All the samples were annealed at 200°C for 
12 hours before measurements to eliminate any grain 
boundary effect. 
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4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The temperature dependence of the conductivity of 
Tl^Hglg is shown in Fig. 4.1, in a log (CTT) versus i/T 
plot. The logarithmic increase of the CT value with 
temperature indicated that the conduction of Tl^Hglg was 
caused mainly by an ionic transport. 
It can be seen from the figure that the 
conductivity behaviour is different at 1 KHz and 10 KHz. At 
1 KHz, the cr values increase slowly upto 60°C and then a 
sharp increase in conductivity occured at 70°C. But at 10 
KHz, the C3~ values showed a decreasing trend initially 
followed by a rise at 80°C. Above 100°C the conductivity 
remained almost independent of frequency. 
The frequency dependence of conductivity shows 
that in the low temperature region the electronic 
contribution to the total conductivity is higher than the 
ionic one. But above 100°C the conduction is mainly ionic 
due to the heavy monovalent Tl"^  transport. Using 205rp-]^  ^^^ 
studies, Nagase et al. [23] have showed that Tl"^  ions 
undergo translational self diffusion at high temperatures. 
This indicates that the Tl"^  ions are the major mobile 
species which contribute to the high conductivity in 
Tl4HgIg. 
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Fig. 4.1 The temperature dependence of electrical conductivity of Tl Hgl 
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Upon heating further the cr value of Tl^Hglg 
increased exponentially upto 140°C, yeilding a conductivity-
activation energy (E^) of 50 KJ/mol. Near 140°C, a small 
change in the slope was recognized. This slope change could 
be attributed to a transition from extrinsic to intrinsic 
conductivity. 
Though the product made under 2:1 (Til: Hgl2/ 
stoichiometric condition shows the same conductivity 
behaviour as that of Tl^Hglg, the product formed in the 2:1 
(Til : Hgl2) condition is, 
4 Til + 2Hgl2 > Tl4HgIg + Hgl2 (4.3) 
The 1:1 ratio mixture of Tl^Hglg and Hgl2 in the product 
will melt around 150°C due to the eutectic formation [24] 
The powder X-ray diffraction pattern of 2:1 mixture showed 
small lines of Hgl2 which were absent in the 4:1 
stoichiometric compound. This confirms that the thallium 
analogue of Tl^Hgl^ is not Tl2Hgl4 but is Tl^Hglg . 
Thus it can be concluded that though the other 
anologues of the Ag2Hgl4 is having M2Hgl4 composition, the 
thallium mercury iodide possesses Tl^Hglg composition. As 
this was the case with thallium mercury iodide, it was 
thought worthwhile to extend the study to thallium analogue 
of Ag2Cdl4 to see the role of metal cation in determining 
the structure and properties of these compounds. 
The X-ray diffraction pattern of the product 2:1 
(Til : Cdl2) stoichiometric mixture also showed small lines 
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of Cdl2• But the lines corresponding to Cdl2 were absent in 
the 4:1,Til: Cdl2 ratio. This suggests that the composition 
of thallium cadmium iodide is also Tl^Cdlg . 
Electrical conductivity vs l/T of Tl^Cdlg are plotted 
in Fig. 4.2. Initially the conductivity decreases slowly 
upto 130°C and after that it increases rapidly. This 
decrease in conductivity along with the frequency 
dependence of conductivity shows that, the electronic 
contribution towards total conductivity is high in the low 
temperature phase. The heating and cooling plots of 
log(crT) vs l/T showed the presence of hysteresis loop and 
this confirms the fact that the abrupt change in 
conductivity was due to the phase transition. The 
activation energy values for the ionic motion were 
calculated from the plots. The low temperature phase is 
having a low activation energy than in the high temperature 
phase. Since E^ = ^"migration ^ ^''^ ^ defect formation' 
the high value of E^ at the high temperature phase might be 
because of defect formation enthalpy contribution. 
The dielectric constant € of Tl^Cdlg also showed 
a rapid increase at IBCC (Fig. 4.3) [25]. This was due to 
the increase in the number of charge carriers, Tl"^ , 
exponentially with the temperature producing space charge 
and interfacial polarization. 
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Fig. 4.2 The temperature dependence of electrical conductivity of Tl Cdl 4 6' 
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Fig. 4.3 The temperature dependence of dielectric constant of Tl^Cdl, 
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4.4 CONCLUSION 
Therefore, it is clear that all the analogous of silver 
mercury iodide and silver cadmium iodide except thallium, 
are having M2NI4 (N=Hg and Cd) composition. The Tl"^  cation 
changed the coordination around Hg(II) and Cd(Il) from 
NI^^' to Nig'*'. Though the ionic radii of Tl"^  is larger 
than the K"^  (^ TI"^  = ^-^^ ^' K^"^  = 1.33 A), Tl^Hglg 
possesses higher conductivity than K2Hgl4. This could be 
interpretated in terms of the electronic configuration of 
the cation relative to the common anion Hgl^^". The 
polarizability of the ion is related to the deformability 
of its electron cloud but the usual assumption that a 
polarizable ion depend on the net ionic charge of the ion 
with respect to its size does not hold metal ions having d-
electrons, would shield the nucleus poorly. That is, two 
ions of the same charge and approximate size, one with an 
(n-l)d^ns° electronic configuration, would be more 
polarizing than a cation with a noble gas configuration 
(n-l)S^(n-l)P^nS°. This factor was reflected on the bonding 
characteristics of the activated mobile cation and the 
Hgl^^" framework. By considering the electrostatic 
interactions involving K"*" with Hgl^ "^ " and soft covalent 
interactions of Tl"^  with Hgl^^', it can be concluded that 
weaker bonding between the Tl"^  ion and Hgl^^- sublattice 
permits a greater ease of mobility, relative to alkali ion 
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CHAPTER 5 
EFFECT OF CATION SUBSTITUTION ON 
THE CONDUCTIVITY OF Ag^Cdl^  
* The work presented in this chapter is the subject matter of a paper submitted after revision 
in J. Phys. Chem. Solids, 1996. 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The compounds Li2S0^, LiNaSO^ and LiAgSO^ undergo a 
first order phase transition with the high temperature 
cubic phase exhibiting very high cationic conductivity. 
These high temperature phases are described as "Inorganic 
rotator phases". On this basis, the cationic mobility could 
be very much enhanced by the strongly coupled rotational 
motion of the translationally static SO^ ions. The strong 
coupling of the sulphate ion motion was attributed to 
insufficient space for free rotation [l] . This anion-
rotation-assisted movement of cations can be referred as 
the "cogwheel" or "paddle - wheel" mechanism of ion 
transport [2,3] . 
The first note of caution regarding the effective 
role of the paddle-wheel model of ion transport in A2B0^ 
compounds was recorded by Schoonman and Bottelbergs [4] . 
Later on efforts by Freeh and Cazzanelli [5] and Borjesson 
et al. [6] failed to provide clear cut experimental 
evidence to confirm the effectiveness of the rotation-
coupled sulfate ions in these so-called rotator phase using 
Raman spectroscopic analytical techniques. The logcpversus 
l/T plots of Li2S04 [5] could not show any meaningful 
correlation with regard to the jump in conductivity and the 
bandwidth break down, their respective transition 
temperatures or their activation energies over the critical 
temperature region. Furthermore, an attempt by Boujesson 
and Torell [6] to separate the component of sulfate-ion 
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reorientation from the symmetric A^ ^ sulfate internal mode, 
by comparison of polarized and depolarized spectral band 
widths, led to a rotational band widths versus temperature 
plot (Fig. 8 in ref. [6]), wherein it was showed that the 
excess broadening in the low temperature monoclinic phase 
joins monotonically to that of the high temperature cubic 
phase. They also reported a significant disparity in 
activation energies from the sulfate ion reorientation and 
conductivity studies. 
Using a rigid ion model, Impey et al. [7] tried to 
establish whether the jump diffusion of Li"^  ions in Li2S04 
be coupled to the reorientation of the neighbouring SO^^' 
groups, by theoretical analysis. This analysis revealed 
that, in a given simulation, only one unequivocal example 
of a "Knock-on", an insignificant event, was observed. 
Recently, Gundusharma et al. [8] devised a 
critical test for the effectiveness of the anion--rotational 
mechanism by incorporating guest ions or vacancies in the 
SO^^" sublattice. They incorporated larger isovalent WO^^" 
in Li2S04 and the aliovalent 8104'*" in LiNaSO^. The WO^^" 
ion was of lower rotational frequency and the SiO^ '*" could 
be accommodated, either as excess cations on interstitial 
sites, or by SO^^" vacancies. This enhanced the Li^ 
conductivity by a factor of 5. These results were in 
agreement with the parallel studies on Na2S04 - based 
composition [9,10]. The enhanced conductivity results for 
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Li2S04 - based and Na2S04 based compositions gave a 
convincing experimental evidence, that the anion - rotation 
"paddle-wheel" mechanism does not contribute significantly 
to the high mobility of Li"*" and Na"^  ions. These 
conductivity data are consistent with the lattice expansion 
accompanying the solid-solid phase transition and thus lend 
further support to the "free volume" basis for a 
percolation type mechanism, where inter - site mobility 
would be enhanced either by simple physical sublattice 
expansion or by vacancies on normal anion lattice sites 
[11] . 
These facts gave an inspiration to study the 
prospect of cation substitution in a similar system. 
Ag2Cdl4 is hexagonal with space group Pg/mmm and unit cell 
dimensions a = 4.578 A; c = 7.529 A [12]. Bolesta et al. 
[13] employed X-ray and electron diffractometry to study 
the phase transition and optical properties of this 
compound, and observed an order-disorder transition in the 
temperature range 330-350 K. 
Yunakova et al. [14] studied the exciton spectrum 
of Ag2Cdl4 at 80-380 K. The samples were made by diffusion 
annealing of multilayers at 80 K, consisting of alternative 
Cdl2 and Agl layers with a preset thickness ratio. The 
comparison of the Agl and Ag-containing ternary compounds 
spectra showed that the narrow bands at a temperature of 
80 K (3.304 (A) and 3.328 (B) eV) belongs to excitons 
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localized on the cation Ag sublattice. The temperature 
dependence of the half width of A - and B - bands 
indicated a strong broadening due to a disordering in the 
Ag sublattice at T < Tc. They also showed that the plot of 
Q- as a function of T has a break at T^ , = 356 K, due to 
the phase transition of Ag2Cdl4 into the superionic 
state.This chapter therefore, presents the studies on doped 
Ag2Cdl4 in order to understand the effect of cation 
substitution on the transport behaviour of this system. 
Here, the isovalent ions of smaller and larger radius, Li"^  
and Tl"*" are selected as guest ions to be incorporated in 
Ag2Cdl4. 
5.2 EXPERIMENTAL 
Materials: Ag2Cdl4 was prepared from Agl and Cdl2 obtained 
from BDH (India), with a stated purity of 98% and 98.5%, 
respectively, by the solid state reaction. They were mixed 
in the requisite composition in an agate mortar and was 
heated at 400°C for 48 hours in a silica crucible with 
intermittent grinding. X-ray diffraction studies were 
carried out for the material, after the reaction was 
completed, using RIGAKU D/MAX-B diffractometer with CuK^ 
radiation. The X-ray pattern of Ag2Cdl4 corresponds to the 
standard values. 
Conductivity measurements : Pellets for the conductivity 
measurements were prepared by pouring different molar 
mixtures into a stainless steel die at a pressure of 4 
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tonnes/cm with the help of a hydraulic press. The pellets 
had an area of 4.524 ctn^  and thickness of 0.1 cm. All the 
samples were annealed at 200°C for 12 hours, before 
measurements, to eliminate any grain boundary effect. A 
detailed description of the conductivity measurements has 
been given in chapter II. 
5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The electrical conductivity of the pellets depend upon 
the pelletizing pressure. A linear increase in conductivity 
with pelletizing pressure were observed upto a pressure of 
4 tonnes/cm^ and thereafter it became almost constant. The 
heating plots were not retraced by the cooling plots in the 
unannealed samples. But after annealing no hysteresis loop 
were seen in the heating and cooling plots of the pure and 
the doped Ag2Cdl4 . 
The plots of log (C~T) versus l/T for pure, Li"" 
and Tl"^  doped Ag2Cdl4 were given in Fig. 5.1. The break in 
conductivity for all the samples, in the range 350-360 K, 
indicates the occurrence of a phase transition. The absence 
of hysteresis loop in the heating and cooling plots 
suggests the p > CC transition to be an order-disorder 
one and the conductivity jump to be a disorder related 
effect [13] . 
The existence of different region in the log (GT) 
vs l/T graph of pure and T1+ doped sample, above 385 k, is 
an interesting feature as shown in Fig. 5.1. But we could 
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Fig. 5.1 The temperature dependence of electrical conductivity of pure and 
doped AQjCdl^. 
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not encounter any "knee point" in the Li"*" doped sample. 
Above the phase transition temperature the conductivity 
data showed clearly two linear regions. The decrease of the 
slope from region I to region II occurred at about 440 K. 
The region I (385-440 K) is associated with a higher 
activition energy and a lower conductivity whereas, region 
II (440-520K) is associated with lower activation energy 
and higher conductivity. Since E^ = AH^ j^^ gj-^ j-^ Qj^  + 1/2 
^ "defect formation' ^^® higher activation energy in the 
range 385-440 K might be due to the defect formation 
enthalpy contribution. The range 440-520 K could be 
identified as the region where all the carrier ions are 
free and therefore, the enthalpy of activation could be 
related to migration enthalpy of ions only. 
It can be seen from Fig. 5.1 that the 12 mol% Li"^  
doped Ag2Cdl4 undergoes a phase transition at 350 K. There 
was a considerable decrease in the conductivity of the 
doped sample. Li"*" was chosen as the dopant with the 
expectation that the incorporation of the smaller size and 
lower mass ion would enhance the conductivity as have been 
observed elsewhere [15] . But the predicted enhanced 
conductivity did not materialize. Since the Li"*" has a 
smaller ionic radius than Ag"^  ^^ Li"^  = ^^  P"^ ' A^q"^  = ^^9 pm 
for CN = 6) [16] , the partial replacement of the latter by 
Li* may give rise to lattice contraction. Table 5.1 
displaying lattice cell parameters, showed an appreciable 
contraction of the host Ag2Cdl4 lattice upon Li"^  addition 
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Table 5.1. Comparison of lattice constants calculated using 
the least square method. 
Cell Pure Ag2Cdl4 Li* doped Ag2Cdl4 
constant 
a(A) 4.725 4.543 4.578 
c(A) 7.487 7.495 7.529 
^ Bolesta et al. [13]. 
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within the solid solubility limit. Lattice contraction 
would effect a lower mobility of Ag"^  ions and hence, 
causing lower conductivity of Li"*" doped sample. 
The activation energy values for ionic motion of 
pure and doped Ag2Cdl4 were tabulated in Table 5.2. Li"^  
doped sample has a high value of E^ than the pure compound. 
This could be because of the restricted movement of Ag"^  
ions effected from the lattice distortion. 
The temperature dependence of conductivity of 
8 mol% T1+ doped Ag2Cdl4 is presented in Fig. 5.1. It 
possesses higher conductivity than its undoped counterpart. 
The phase transition temperature of Ag2Cdl4 did not change 
with the Tl"^  ion doping. The larger CT value of 8 mol% Tl"^  
ion in the high temperature region could be explained as 
follows. 
The partial replacement of the host Ag"^  ion by the 
larger Tl"^  ion (r^ q+ = 129 pm; rrp-j^+ = 164 pm for CN = 6) 
[16] gives rise to additional free volume in the host 
lattice. The increased free volume facilitated higher 
mobility of Ag"^  ions and hence, causing higher conductivity 
of the Tl"^  doped sample. This positive mixed cation effect 
could also result from an increased number of activated 
mobile Ag"^  ions and higher V values resulting from the 
possible weaker lattice bonding forces in mixed cation 
composition [17]. 
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Table 5.2. Ionic conductivity activation energy values 
of pure and doped Ag2CdI^ . 
Sample 
Pure Ag2Cdl4 
Li"*" doped 
Ag2Cdl4 
Tl"^  doped 
Ag2Cdl4 
Temp. range 
(K) 
303-350 
385-440 
440-520 
303-350 
385-520 
303-350 
385-440 
440-520 
Activation energy 
(KJ/mol) 
27 
81 
24 
20 
67 
17 
87 
14 
100 
The activation energy of Tl"*" doped sample, in the 
region II, showed a considerable decrease than the pure 
compound and this confirms greater facility for ion 
mobility effected from increased free volume (Table 5.2). 
5.4 CONCLUSION 
The above studies show that in the hexagonal phase 
of Ag2Cdl4 being a more open structure, Ag"^  ions squeeze 
through the lattice with a high mobility on account of the 
increased free volume created by Tl"*" ion substitution. The 
superionic conductivity could be affected by the 
contraction or expansion of the sublattice by the 
incorporation of 'wrong' size of the guest cations. This 
lends additional support to the positive mixed cation 
effect in compounds like Ag2S04 and Na2S04 [17]. 
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